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Abstract: We propose an interdisciplinary, millennial scale analysis of two well-studied marine sections 
in the United Kingdom to clarify the events around the initiation of the CO2 doubling at the end-Triassic 
extinction (ETE). The existing framework of high-precision zircon ages, cycle stratigraphy, and magneto-
stratigraphy, makes this study well poised as a proof of concept for a global high-resolution analysis of 
the best example of a mass-extinction forced by the emplacement of a large igneous province. 
 
Introduction: Multiple lines of evidence point to the emplacement of the Central Atlantic Magmatic 
Province (CAMP) as a trigger for the release of vast amounts of CO2 causing super-greenhouse condi-
tions that resulted in one of the three largest mass extinction events in the Phanerozoic at 201.4 Ma. These 
include basic physical, chemical, and magnetostratigraphic stratigraphic relationships of CAMP flows and 
extinctions (1,2,3,4), far-field chemostratigraphy and magnetostratigraphy beyond the extent of the flows 
(4,5,6,7), high resolution U-Pb dating (8,9), and plant stomatal and paleosol carbonate data from far-field 
and within the flows (10,11,12,13,14,15). The floral ex-
tinction pattern is selective and correlated with physiog-
namy consistent with thermal damage suggesting extreme, 
perhaps lethal warmth even at mid- to high latitudes 
(10,11,12,13). While the absolute magnitudes of the sto-
matal and carbonate estimates differ by a factor of two 
(background of ~1000 ppm vs ~2000 ppm, respectively), 
both data sets suggest a doubling to tripling of CO2 during 
the CAMP eruptions, reaching nearly 3000 ppm and 6000 
ppm, respectively, corresponding to an increase in tem-
perature of 2.5 to 5.0° C or 3.0 to 4.0° C, respectively 
(13,15) in an already very warm, ice free world. The total 
duration of pulsed warming caused by CAMP CO2 lasted 
about a million years (15). It is also possible that short-
lived pulses of abrupt and large magnitude cooling from 
sulfur aerosols accompanied the eruptions and contributed 
to the extinctions (16). 

Recent advances in geochronology, magneto-, and 
cyclo-stratigraphy now make it possible to describe and 
discuss these huge inputs of CO2 associated with CAMP eruptions at millennial, or even finer resolution. 
The Newark Basin Coring Project (NBCP) cores coupled with analysis of geotechnical cores collected by 
the Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) in the Newark and Hartford basins established the cyclostratigraphic 
framework for the Late Triassic and early part of the Early Jurassic at the precession-cycle-level. This as-
trochronology has recently been highly corroborated overall by independent U-Pb dates (17,18) and for 
the portion of the record surrounding the Newark basin CAMP flows and the ETE the astrochronology 
has been corroborated by zircon dates from CAMP lavas with a precision of ±30 ky for dates obtained in 
the same lab (9). The initiation of the CAMP and the ETE occur within 1.5 precession cycles (each ~20 
ky) and the first huge pulses of CAMP lavas are over in about 120 ky (4).  

Previous work on this mass extinction published in 2002 (19) and work carried out as part of a previ-
ous Lamont Climate Center Grant (Olsen & Hemming 2007) has shown that there are multiple positive Ir 
anomalies at multiple locations in North America and Africa bracketing the initiation of the ETE, (20,21). 
These lie above a very short polarity reversal (E23r: 22,23) and are correlative with or lie below the oldest 
of the CAMP lavas (Figs. 1 & 2) (19,24,25). One of these Ir anomalies is within E23r and has chondritic 
platinum group element (PGE) ratios, while the others do not, suggesting that these Ir anomalies cannot 
be caused by digenetic concentration alone (c.f., 26,27), although they may have migrated slightly within 
the section (28). It is possible that all of the Ir anomalies could be derived from weathered ashes or aero-
sols from eruption of magmas of heterogeneous composition, including ultramafics (29,30,31). However, 
a bolide impact is implicated for the “chondritic” Ir anomaly because it is in the proper position to corre-
late to a putative seismite and tsunamite [Cotham Mb.(32)] in the United Kingdom that contains a good 

Fig. 1: Pre-drift map of north central Pangea at 
~201 Ma showing the position of the two proposed 
sampling localities (1, St. Audrie’s Bay, Great 
Britain; 2, Larne, Northern Ireland), the 
Rochechouart impact structure, and the three east-
ern North American and Moroccan localities with 
Ir data (see Fig. 2). Map modified from (32). 




